Transition metal derivatives of peptide nucleic acid (PNA) oligomers-synthesis, characterization, and DNA binding.
This work describes the first automated solid-phase synthesis of metal derivatives of peptide nucleic acid (PNA) oligomers and their interaction with DNA and PNA. PNA constitutes a relatively young and very promising class of DNA analogues with excellent DNA and RNA binding properties. However, PNA lacks a suitable handle that would permit its sensitive detection on its own as well as when hybridized with complementary oligonucleotides. Metal complexes, on the other hand, offer high potential as markers for biomolecules. In this paper, we describe the synthesis of PNA heptamers (tggatcg-gly, where gly is a C-terminal glycine carboxylic acid amide) with two covalently attached metal complexes at the PNA N-terminus, namely a ferrocene carboxylic acid derivative and a tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) derivative. We show how all synthesis steps may be carried out with high yield on a DNA synthesizer, including attachment of the metal complexes. The conjugates were characterized by HPLC (>90% purity) and ESI-MS. Binding studies of the purified Ru-PNA heptamer to complementary DNA and PNA and comparison to the isosequential metal-free acetyl PNA heptamer proves that the attached metal complex has an influence on the stability (UV-T(m)) and structure (CD spectroscopy) of the conjugates, possibly by disruption of the nearby A:T base pair.